Julie Bogart’s

FreeWriting QuickStart
Freewriting Support
For more detailed information about how to do freewrites, be sure to download Juile’s Freewriting
Frenzy at Bravewriter.com.

Click here to Get the frenzy!
Eight Possible Freewriting Topics
1. Think of a time when you learned something new using your feet. Maybe it was learning ice
skating or playing hopscotch or standing on tiptoe. Now write from the perspective of your feet
and let them give their take on the process!
2. Imagine one of your toys (or maybe a character you’ve created for a video game) is disgruntled
with you for how you’ve used them in play. Now write a grumpy letter from that toy or character
to you.
3. Pick a favorite holiday story (or any kind of story) and write a brief summary of the plot…EXCEPT
recast the characters with people you know (including yourself if you’d like!) and use their names
and personality traits instead.
4. Ask a parent for a piece of fruit and other edibles and create a silly fruity face with them (let mom
or dad help with knives if needed). Next, write instructions so others can create the same funny
face.
5. Think of the most recent yummy food you ate and describe it in mouthwatering detail.
6. Take an animal name then put another noun in front of it. It can be another animal, a plant, a
food or anything else you can think of. Then take your new animal (which should sound
completely bonkers!) and describe it in detail. What does it look like? How big is it? Where does
it live? What does it eat? What is its personality like? Be creative!
7. How much freedom should children have to roam around their neighborhoods by themselves,
and how might it differ depending on their ages?
8. If you were the Supreme Ruler in your house, what rules would you make?
Click here for more freewrite topic ideas from Julie.
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